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1 of 1 review helpful This book was a pretty good read By lisa613 This book was a pretty good read If you want to 
view the work of a psychologist starting from medical school this is the read This is even great for medical students 
who are about to start rotations or who have done psych rotations and want to read more about it It reads like a memoir 
but still has some pretty eye opening passages that made me think a EXCELLENT I recommend Klitzman s book as a 
valuable account of one particular kind of training that goes into becoming a psychiatrist The Washington PostFresh 
from medical school Robert Klitzman began his residency in psychiatry with excitement and a sense of mission But he 
was not prepared for what he found inside the city psychiatric center where he was to spend three grueling years In 
truth as Dr Klitzman s absorbing account of his apprenti From Publishers Weekly Klitzman a New York City 
psychiatrist who described his medical internship in A Year Long Night now offers an involving highly revealing look 
at the chaotic world of psychiatric practice in this account of his three year residency at an 
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